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Are we into“ A New Renaissance” – “An Age of
Unreason” ? Exploring beyond the obvious

Some Headlines to consider….
•The impact of the ww web and “The Digital Age” From Silos
to Networks to Ecosystems to Communities of Enterprise,
Common Purpose and Social Inclusion

•“Age of the Entrepreneur” and the Next Generation of “Why
Not” Millenials
• Inadequacies, failures and corruption of banks and other
institutional sources of finance (“Enough” – by John Bogle)

•Is a new sustainable financial order really emerging?
•Role of Universities and Research

Question – Can we think and act radically and
optimise wealth creation and social wellbeing?

The Internet and the WW Web – helping
create a new World Order over time

Connecting, connectivity and
communication – are we still “at the dawn”
of a new age? Connecting ££/$$ with
entrepreneurs and opportunities

Today’s Developing World of Innovative Business and Enterprise Finance –
“A Brave New World” Supporting Entrepreneurial Ecosytem Development

 Impact of the Internet and Social Networks
A NEW world of communication and interaction
More “power to the people”
Impact of Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Failures of Western Banking System
Crowdfundfing
Peer to Peer Lending and Invoice Financing

Impact Investing
Collaborative Capitalism
Microfinance and Islamic Finance

Venture Philanthropy
Low / non interest bearing Bonds
Shadow Banking – looming large
Greatest ever opportunity for new business and social enterprise formation and
enhanced economic development. Start Ups are key engines of economic and
employment growth and societal development. We must match innovation with
needed resources.

Importance of Universities and Directions for Future Research
Establishing and updating a coherent information / data base
Exploring the definition of metrics on “impact”
Examining Crowdfunding and Impact investing models worldwide
and reviewing effectiveness

Importance for Universities to adopt and use Crowdfunding for own
finances – exploring potential for specific financial needs and “Best
practices in University Crowdfunding”
Crowdfunding and University Enterprise – start ups and spin outs –
research tracking progress

Curricularisation of new knowledge and curriculum development
Explore use of Crowdfunding Platforms in undergraduate
education – eg Kiva
Crowdfunding within the overall supply chain of finance – impact
on numbers and variety of enterprises. Relationships with Angels
and VCs. SME impact
Finance of Social Enterprises – impact of Crowdfunding
Crowdfunding for other Research monies – University and Medical

The benefit of International Research
Collaborations
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